Chennai State Centre

Activities

Nov 26, 2007  Lecture: New Energy Efficient Lighting Solutions
Harald Vohle and Wolfgang Tetzlaff (BJB Germany)

Nov 22, 2007  Seminar on the Present Energy Crisis
Avinash Kulkarni (President, ISLE),
Saswati Mazumdar (Director Education & Training, ISLE)
R Vishwanathan (Crompton Greaves) Pon Kumaresh (Philips)

Engineers from TNEB and PWD

Sept 14, 2007  Lecture for students of SRM College
Fundamentals of Lighting
Sunny Akbar (Architect)

Sept 22, 2007  Lecture for Students of Exterior Interior Institute
Lighting Design Concepts
Ilamathy (Designer)

Aug 18, 2007  Workshop for students of Velammal Engineering
College on Engineering with a focus on
Illumination through LEDs
Sunny Akbar (Architect)

Mar 20, 2004  Lecture: Outdoor Lighting Design,
P. Viswapriya (Architect)

Feb 8, 2004  Seminar on Power Reduction Systems - Street Lighting,
G. Nattkemper (BAG Electronics)

Nov 1, 2003  Seminar on Energy Saving Components for Lighting,
Mukesh Malani (Rotam Commercials) and Bernhard di Francesco (BAG Electronics, Germany)

Sep 28 - 29, 2003  Mini Exhibition

Sep 20, 2002  Lecture: Modern Trends in Lighting in the USA,
Steve Mesh (IALD Lighting Designer, Chair IESNA Education Materials Committee)

Feb 28, 2002  Lecture: LEDs - An Emerging Technology in Illumination
Gagan Mehra (Osram)  H S Mamak (Past President ISLE)  Anil Valia (Vice President ISLE)

Feb 7, 2000  Lecture: Metal Halide Lamps - The Fastest Growing Lighting Technology and
Projects around the world with Metal Halide Lamps,
Wayne Hellman and Alan J Ruud (Advanced Lighting Technology, USA)

Jan 12, 2000  Lecture: Future Trends in Metal Halide and Tungsten Halide Lamps,
Stefan Nitsche and Miss E. Wagner (BLV, Germany)

Mar 16, 1999  Lecture: Acrylic Sheet and its Applications,
Mr. Sudhakar (R&D Department, Devi Polymer)

Aug 21, 1998  Lecture: Hollow Light Guides,
M.K. Samanta (Chair, Education Committee ISLE Governing Body)
Sep 9, 1997  Lecture: Garden Lighting, 
Prof. Prabhakar B. Bhagwat (Landscape Architect)

Mar 7, 1997  Seminar on Interior Lighting Design and Practices 
Vergis Oomen (Architect)

Dec 5 - 7 1996  3 Day Lighting Course